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title: pascalian meditations subject: pascalian meditations pdf personal epistemology: theory, research,
and future directions - personal epistemology 229 these two approaches become integrated and recon-ciled
in the nal stage of constructed knowing, which involves a more complex connection between the postcolonial
authority and postmodern guilt - postcolonial authority and postmodern guilt. hom! k. bhabha sliding off
his banquette in a gay bar in tangiers, roland barthes, the semiotic peda gogue, attempts "to enumerate the
stereophony of languages within earshot": music, conversations, the sound of chairs, glasses, arabic, french,
the high notes of the english social epistemology of scientific inquiry: beyond ... - social epistemology of
scientific inquiry: beyond historical vs. philosophical case studies introduction. i will discuss moving beyond
case studies as a strategy for dealing with the problem of normative/descriptive dualism. this is of course a
quite general philosophical issue. i meanings and practices of power in academics’ conceptions ... epistemological power epistemological power may be understood as power that affects academics and
students in the broader politics of institutions and hegemonies. power in this respect exists beyond explicit
interpersonal episodes or confrontations. an individual can be said to possess power without having to use it
explicitly against another ... post-foundational discourse analysis and the impasses of ... - postfoundational discourse analysis and the impasses of critical inquiry 55 beltz juventa | zeitschrift für
diskursforschung heft 1/2015 777), the epistemological authority necessary for the practice of critique is
derived from a set of a priori ontological and epistemological premises that together define »by what learning
the concept of researcher as instrument in ... - learning the concept of researcher as instrument in
qualitative research mengxuan annie xu and gail blair storr university of new brunswick, new brunswick,
canada . the authors describe the process whereby a student with a background in economics was guided to
understand the central role in qualitative research of the researcher as instrument. presentation the
function of paradigms in scenario ... - the function of paradigms in scenario methodology historical
developmental perspective dual function generalization epistemological and ontological change theory choice
4 a practice-based theory of paradigms improves scenario methodology by clarifying the structures of
epistemological and ontological change. critical management studies - usc marshall - critical
management studies (cms) offers a range of alternatives to main-stream management theory with a view to
radically transforming management practice. the common core is deep skepticism regarding the moral
defensibil-ity and the social and ecological sustainability of prevailing conceptions and forms of management
and organization. constructionism and the grounded theory method - grounded theory studies has only
begun to be mined. distinguishing between a social construc-tionist and an objectivist grounded theory
(charmaz, 2000, 2002, 2006) provides a heu-ristic device for understanding divisions and debates in grounded
theory and indicates ways to move the method further into social constructionism. the form of ... the
sociology of knowledge, citizenship and the ... - to-be-known was then always historically contingent.
“every epistemological systematization”, he held, “is based upon this triad, and every conceivable formulation
of the problem of knowledge is given by these three terms in some combination” (mannheim, 1922). although
he objected to kant’s “fetish” for beyond constitutionalism beyond the state - ssrn - beyond
‘constitutionalism beyond the state’ gavin w. anderson* for contemporary constitutional theory, the key
challenge posed by globalization undermines the traditional link between constitutionalism and the state: in
response to multi-level governance, theories of constitutionalism beyond the state have been advanced. this
focus on fact-checking africa epistemologies, data and the ... - generate consensual knowledge is
contingent on their authority to convince the public that they adhere to journalistic norms and values.
however, in an environment where misinformation threatens news organisations, the process of fact-checking
in itself has become an epistemological tool that several actors beyond traditional journalism durham etheses epistemology and authority in the theology ... - epistemological presuppositions that underpin
their work and the way they think. this lack of desire to address these questions can be nothing short of
dangerous where conclusions are reached on the basis of distorted epistemology and misuse of sources of
authority. clearly today within the western christian churches
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